Free-running rhythms of pineal circadian output.
Circadian rhythms are self-sustaining oscillations that free-run in constant conditions with a period close to 24 h. Overt circadian rhythms have been studied mostly using onset phase as the marker for the underlying pacemaker. Using in vivo online pineal microdialysis, the authors have performed detailed analysis of free-running profiles of rat pineal secretory products, including N-acetylserotonin (NAS) and melatonin that have precisely defined onsets and offsets. When rats entrained in LD 12:12 were released into constant darkness (DD), both onset and offset phases of melatonin and NAS free-run. However, while onsets free-run with a period closer to a day (FRP(on) = 24-24.17 h) at the beginning, offset phases free-run with significantly larger FRPs (free-running periods) (FRP(off) = 24.24-24.42 h). This asymmetric free-running of onset and offset of NAS and melatonin in DD resulted in a 60- to 120-min increase of secretion duration of both NAS and melatonin. The rate of expansion of melatonin duration was 10 to 15 min per circadian cycle. The expansion of melatonin secretion duration ended for some within 4 days, while others were still expanding by the end of 10th day in DD. These results revealed that upon release into DD, the pacemaker's oscillation is initially driven by 2 forces, free running and decompression, before reaching a stable state of free running, and suggest that the circadian pacemaker may be an elastic structure that can decompress and compress under varying photic conditions. They also illustrate the importance of using both onset and offset of a given rhythm as phase markers, as compression/decompression, and transient disparity between FRP(on) and FRP(off) may be a common phenomenon of the circadian pacemaker.